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I am , Periya Ishwarya
A Climate Leader from
Chennai!
Periya Iswarya is a Chemistry undergraduate
with a master's in Social Work. As an Anant
Fellow for the Built Environment, she has worked
on multidisciplinary projects with different
stakeholders in Ahmedabad. During this journey,
she worked with Ecosage Enviro (A waste
management company) in Himachal Pradesh. She
is very passionate about the cause of waste
management and hopes to use CLP as a platform
to find like-minded people in Tamil Nadu to work
together.

fun fact

She finds a lot of comfort
in nature. She is happy to
be around flowers, animals
an birds. She prefers the
company of nature over
humans.

I am , Manoj S
A Climate Leader from
Pudukottai!

Manoj comes from a strong background in
research
related
to
hydrogeology
and
groundwater modelling for over 8 years now. He
is interested in bridging the gaps between
research and implementation. As a part of his
research, he has worked on integrated assessment
of uranium and fluoride affected groundwater in
major districts of Southern India. With his
background on working with water resources and
management in the past, he hopes to work on
adaptation strategies for better management of
groundwater resources.

fun fact

Manoj is a great cook and
is an inventor of new
recipes. He strongly
believes his recipes are
non-replicable and deserve
GI tags!

I am , Steffan Ajay
A Climate Leader from
Coimbatore!
Steffan comes from a strong background in social
work and conservation. Having worked eight
years in WWF, he is currently working on projects
to remove lantana from the ghats. He is interested
in community-led conservation efforts, and
dreams of forests that are free of invasive species.

fun fact
As a kid, Steffan’s idea
of power posing on exams
was to watch Thalaivar’s
Padaiyappa introduction
scene to power his way
through.

I am , Gokul Venkatesan
A Climate Leader from
Chennai!

Gokul is from Chennai and has studied
Criminology and Police Administration. Since his
school days, he has been active in NSS where he
has volunteered for NGOs for many years. He has
worked in building Miyakawi forests with a local
NGO in Chennai city. He is passionate about
climate justice, where he takes this inspiration
from TN and its social justice movement.

fun fact
Gokul is forever fascinated
with the society we live in
and is in love with it, in
all its shapes and forms.

I am, Balaharish V
A Climate Leader from
Trichy!

By 2050, Balaharish envisions climate action
beyond just Paris Agreement. He wishes to see
climate education clubs as a part of schools to
empower the upcoming generation. A trained
anthropologist, he would like to understand from
a legal lens, the role forest dwelling communities
have on conservation as per the Forest Rights Act.
He has volunteered with the National Green corps
in the past.

fun fact

Balaharish often finds himself in
chaotic situations; but not to worry,
he is very aware of the mess he
gets into. He loves finding his way
through them, as much as he enjoys
getting into them.

I am , Venkatesan Selvaraj
A Climate Leader from
Cuddalore!
Venkatesan holds a PhD in Geology, and has
taught geology for a couple of years. He has a
strong research and academic background. He has
presented a paper on - 'Building resilience and
adaptation strategies'. He is passionate about
green energy and reducing, reusing and recycling.

fun fact
His definition of therapy is
pocket-friendly - all he
needs is a good Yuvan
Shankar Raja playlist.

I am , Vijay Ponraj
A Climate Leader from
Virudhunagar!
Vijay is an electrical engineer from
Sivakasi, who was a part of NSS during his
school days. He is passionate about
conservation of forest cover.

fun fact
Vijay is generally a shy
person and prefers
spending time by himself.
He enjoys giving lectures
about certain topics.

I am , Samridha K
A Climate Leader from
Coimbatore!

Samridha is interested in building sustainable
cities. She sees value in localising the SDGs to
fit local contexts and making local solutions to
reduce GHG emissions. She has previously
interned
with
Chennai
Metropolitan
Development Authority (CMDA).

fun fact
Samridha’s jokes can help
you burn your calories!

I am , Shakila H
A Climate Leader from
Pondicherry!
Shakila holds a degree in Anthropology. As a
part of her course work, she worked on
studying the impact of climate change on
women in a particular fishing community. She
has worked in a coastal transformation and
fisher well-being for a year and a half.

fun fact
Shakila loves the cold she eats ice cubes and
frost. She hopes to see
snow for real very soon!

I am , Manimaran R
A Climate Leader from
Kallakurichi!

Manimaran was exposed to an incident of illegal
stone quarrying in his village, Thiruppeyar. This
exposed him in first hand the impact in had on
the wetlands and waterbodies and livelihoods of
the village. A law student, provides legal support
and research in environment-related cases, and
has pursued legal fights in cases across Tamil
Nadu concerning environment protection.

fun fact
Manimaran loves the
water. He is always
hydrated and he loves to
swim.

I am , Akilan Balaguru
A Climate Leader from
Cuddalore!

Akilan was a Gandhi fellow for two years where
he was placed in Rajasthan to work with teachers
and leadership in building necessary skills for
improved educational outcomes. He returned
back to his village, Satyavadi as a farmer, with
fondness and interest towards sustainable
agriculture. He believes in power of collaboration
among different stakeholders to drive change. He
currently runs an e-magazine called 'பன்மயம்'
(Diversity) to influence people
towards environmental action.

fun fact

"When others are afraid of
losing the job for some
reason, I on the other side
worried of losing my beard
(liberty) for getting it."
(sic)

I am , Hammadhu Rukiya Jalva H
A Climate Leader from
Chennai!

Hammadhu is an engineer pursuing her PhD in waste
management. She completed her masters in
construction management & pursued environmental
management from IISc Bangalore. Professional trainer
& consultant, she has provided training on sustainable
construction and lean manufacturing. In a nutshell she
is an environmental enthusiast looking forward to
provide disruptive solution to environmental issues
with help of advanced technologies.She hopes to start
her own organisation focusing on climate research.

fun fact
Fun fact - She loves to read
books and wants to own all
books in the world

I am , Puvaneswari/Pranitha
A Climate Leader from
Chennai!

Puvaneswari is an IT professional from Chennai.
She
started
paying
attention
to
the
anthropological
reasons
of
environment
degradation everytime she passed through
Bellandur lake. She has been a part of her college's
eco club and advocated for removing single-use
plastics from her campus. In her free time, she
volunteers for cleanups in lakes and hiking trails.

fun fact
Puvaneswari wants to travel
the world to enjoy nature in
all its glory and pristine
form.

I am , Vijay A
A Climate Leader from
Nagapattinam!
Vijay comes from the coastal district of
Nagapattinam. Along with his friends, they have
started a forum that plants saplings and raise
awareness on rainwater harvesting. He believes in
small actions like using public transport as a
catalyser for a green planet.

fun fact

When he is happy, he likes
to sing. When he is sad, he
goes to his favorite buddies
- his bike and his cycle.

I am , Balasubramanian
A Climate Leader from
Coimbatore!

Balasubramaniyan lives in Coimbatore and is
working in the IT domain currently. Prior to this,
he worked in helping government schools in
Tiruppur and Coimbatore manage their admin,
HR and documentation works. He was a part of
NCC is college, and has conducted few camps like
medical camps in the past. He is a part of Tamil
Nadu Ariviyal Iyakkam, and helps in coordinating
their events from time to time.

fun fact

He is currently learning to
play the keyboard. He wishes
to use music as a medium to
communicate socially
important messages.

I am , Vanathi
A Climate Leader from
Chengalpattu!
Vanathi has a background in agriculture,
environment and sustainable development. She
has volunteered for Walk for Plastic to spread
awareness about plastic pollution. She is
passionate about educating the upcoming
generation about leading a sustainable lifestyle.

fun fact
Vanathi is an ardent
selenophile - she loves the
moon!

I am , BK Aravindan
A Climate Leader from
Madurai!

Aravindan has graduated in Zoology. His internship
with Salim Ali Center for Ornithology and Natural
History (SACON) taught him bird identification and
basic ornithology. Through his internship, he got to
study and observe the impact climate change on
wildlife, especially in bird migration and its
extinction. He is passionate about studying animal
behaviour, ecology, and their conservation. He believes
that the Vision 'LIFE' (Life style for Environment)
results in making our mother earth healthier and
prosperous for our future generation.

fun fact

Aravindan is a foodie and loves to
try new dishes all the time. He is
also blessed with excellent
metabolism that enables him to
explore without worries!

I am , Snowy Christophel
A Climate Leader from
Salem!

Snowy is skilled in enabling green certification
process for affordable houses in India, and
contributes towards climate resilient housing
projects in Delhi NCR and Rajasthan. Her interests
lies in sustainable affordable housing for all. She is a
strong advocate for sourcing locally available
housing material for construction and utilizing local
labors/artisans to boost local economy. She also
volunteers with NGOs in her free time who are
working in building climate resilience.

fun fact

She loves listening to Tamil
classic novel podcasts, taking
weekly heritage walks in the
old cities, trying out local
cuisine and reading historical
books.

I am , Aathiganesh
A Climate Leader from
Tuticorn!

Aathiganesh has worked as a Gandhi fellow in
Rajasthan where he worked on community
development projects. Since the past year, he has
been working closely with his village community in
Keela Nambipuram in Thoothukudi district to run
tree plantation drives. He hopes to see behavioral
changes related to environment conservation and to
rope in youth in this journey.

fun fact

He is always in wonder about
how insignificant we are in the
grand scheme of things.

I am , Kavitha

A Climate Leader from
Chennai!
Kavitha hopes to see a future where sustainable food
systems take more importance in mainstream policies.
She is fascinated by the ocean and the coasts, since she
was born and brought up in Thoothukudi. A journalist
graduate and having worked as an assistant professor,
she has headed few PR campaigns on creating
awareness on environmental issues. These include
awareness about sustainable farming
practises, and disaster relief.

fun fact

She loves talking to people and
making conversations with
them. But she is not the kind
who likes people that talk
during the movies.

I am , R. Santoshini
A Climate Leader from
Coimbatore!

Santhoshini is a research biologist with Salim Ali
Center for Ornithology and Natural History. Her
observations and understanding about locust swarms
in Africa and the influence climate change played in
it, peaked her interest about climate related work.
She hopes to pursue her PhD with a focus on climate
change and its impact on biodiversity and ecological
processes.

fun fact

I don't let anybody ruin my
day, I do that myself. (sic)

I am , N Raveendran
A Climate Leader from
Madurai!

Raveendran is an engineer by education. For the past
decade, he has worked with TN Forest department
and has been studying and doumenting bird
migration. He works in an NGO called Iragukal
Amrita Nature Trust, where they conduct nature
awarness campaigns with school students and
teachers.

fun fact

Raveendran believes in taking
it slow. Having a tea, thinking
of stories and flying with
birds - other problems can be
dealt amidst these simple
pleasures.

I am , Kaarmuhil SP
A Climate Leader from
Erode!
Kaarmuhil is from Chennimalai in Erode. He
is pursuing his masters in environmental
sciences. His vision for 2050 is to work on
reducing carbon emissions and move
towards a more greener mode of energy.

fun fact
Watching cartoons is
Kaarmuhil’s guilty pleasure.
It helps him reminisce his
childhood.

I am , Lenin Raj
A Climate Leader from
Ramanathapuram!
Lenin is an RJ who lives in the coastal town of
Pamban. He covers segments about plastic waste and
the banning the use of plastic bags through his radio
talk shows. He is passionate on working with the
fisher community in adapting to sustainable fishing
practises.

fun fact

After years of being a wishful
thinker, Lenin has now
accepted that we travel the
journey of life alone, forging
connections with the people we
come across just for emotional
wholesomeness.

I am , Ar. Swathi N
A Climate Leader from
Chennai!
From a young age, Swathi was passionate about
environment and wanted to become an
environmentalist. She pursued her undergrad in
architecture, with a specialisation in sustainable
architecture.As a part of her internship, she worked
in Auroville which exposed her to sustainable
building techniques and living. During her final
year, she did her thesis on Off-Grid Co-Housing.
Currently, she works as a Junior Architect at PWD,
Chennai.

fun fact

Swathi loves sleeping. She
believes sleep provides
solution for all problems in
her life!

I am , Reshma MP
A Climate Leader from
Kallakurichi!
Reshma is an environmental engineer from
Ulundurpet. Her interests in climate action
stemmed from her volunteering with Youth for
Climate India.

fun fact

When things go wrong, her
solution is to eat and sleep.

I am , Chris Daniel Giftson
A Climate Leader from
Chennai!
Chris Daniel is from Chennai and is a social work
student. In the past, he has worked with . He has
attended
courses
on
sustainability
and
envrionmental management.

fun fact
He is always talkative and
makes people feel comfortable
while they speak with him.

I am , Amara Bharathy
A Climate Leader from
Tiruppur!

Amara Bharathy is a biomedical engineer from
Udumalapettai. He is a naturalist and is fascinated
with all kinds of life around him. He hopes to see
species taken off the endangered list by 2050
through consrvation efforts.

fun fact

He loves Naruto and hopes
everyone gets to see Naruto!

